Enhanced Dementia Care
In Brightview’s Wellspring Village® Neighborhood

ENHANCED DEMENTIA CARE IN
WELLSPRING VILLAGE®:
Our intimate, dementia-supportive Wellspring
Village® welcomes people with Alzheimer’s
disease and other forms of dementia to live
comfortably and confidently in a specialized
environment that feels like home.
A peaceful yet vibrant haven, Wellspring Village®
features 36 safety-enhanced residential suites
and specifically designed common areas that
incorporate helpful navigational and other cues
that empower residents to safely socialize and
participate in neighborhood activities.
For residents who also require advanced physical
care or support, we offer our Enhanced Dementia
Care services.

ENHANCED DEMENTIA CARE
• Assistance with activities of daily living
• Total care for residents needing a two-person assist
• Comfortable suites designed for safety and
convenience
• Hands-on assistance with nutrition and hydration

www.BrightviewWayne.com

• 24/7 on-call nurses for emergencies

In Wellspring Village®, We Believe…
SPICE PROGRAMS FOR
ALL-AROUND WELLNESS
Active engagement in Brightview’s innovative SPICE
programs has been shown to reduce falls, improve
mobility, and enhance cognitive and physical wellness.
SPICE addresses five holistic elements of wellness –
Spiritual, Physical, Intellectual, Cultural, and Emotional –
and uses a customized blend of fun, interesting programs
to create a meaningful, healthy, stimulating, and positive
lifestyle for every resident.

INVITING INTERIOR SPACES

ENHANCED FEATURES
• State-of-the-art design
• Circular navigational paths always lead residents to
where they want to go

LARGE INTERIOR COURTYARD
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Innovative therapeutic garden
Rubber pathway
Shade structure
Outdoor dining
Birdhouses
Water features
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Two dining venues
Several living rooms
Tavern with shuffleboard and bar
Open kitchen to encourage resident interaction
Art studio
Music nook and instruments
All suites face courtyard or interior common spaces
Padded flooring reduces injury in the event of a fall

Call today to learn how
Brightview’s Enhanced Dementia
Care services can improve your
loved one’s journey through all
stages of memory loss.

973.988.2582
www.BrightviewWayne.com
1139 Hamburg Turnpike
Wayne, NJ 07470

